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For my first quiz of 2021 I've brought you a quiz about foods that begin with the letter C. The quiz is
free to download and use in your quizzes, or simply play along yourself.

There are hundreds more to choose from, check out our categories page.

 

Questions:

1) In the Uk it is known as Bubble and Squeak, but what is the equivalent known as in Ireland?

 

2) What does the dish Chilli con carne mean in english?

 

3) If you were in Italy eating Cassata, what type of foodstuff would it be?

 

4) What ‘C’ is a South American dish of marinated raw fish?

 

5) If you were served a Châteaubriand in a restaurant, what type of food would it be?

 

6) Which best describes a Chicken Maryland? a) chicken served in a sweet maple syrup sauce b)
chicken in a warm fruit cocktail c) fried chicken served chilled

 

7) What typically would you be having if you had a Chowder?

 

8) What is different about a consommé soup?

 

 

Answers:

1) In the Uk it is known as Bubble and Squeak, but what is the equivalent known as in Ireland?

Colcannon
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2) What does the dish Chilli con carne mean in english?

Chilli with meat

 

3) If you were in Italy eating Cassata, what type of foodstuff would it be?

Ice Cream

 

4) What ‘C’ is a South American dish of marinated raw fish?

Ceviche

 

5) If you were served a Châteaubriand in a restaurant, what type of food would it be?

A thick fillet steak

 

6) Which best describes a Chicken Maryland? a) chicken served in a sweet maple syrup sauce b)
chicken in a warm fruit cocktail c) fried chicken served chilled

c) fried chicken served chilled

 

7) What typically would you be having if you had a Chowder?

Thick soup or stew made with fish or seafood

 

8) What is different about a consommé soup?

It is a clear soup
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